
Jeremy Gilley is an actor turned filmmaker, who in the late 1990’s became preoccupied with questions about the 
fundamental nature of humanity and the issue of peace. He decided to explore these through the medium of film, and 
specifically, to create a documentary following his campaign to establish an annual day of ceasefire and non-violence. 
In 1999, Jeremy founded Peace One Day, a non-profit organisation, and in 2001 Peace One Day’s efforts were 
rewarded when the member states of the United Nations unanimously adopted the first ever day of global ceasefire 
and non-violence on 21 September annually – Peace Day.

In 2009, millions of people were active on Peace Day, in all 192 UN member states. There were life-saving activities 
focused on Peace Day in 18 countries and in Afghanistan, a drive to immunize some of the countries hardest to reach 
areas such as Kandahar, Uruzgan and Helmand against polio, vaccinated almost 1.2 million children. Peace One 
Day has been instrumental in helping to secure the conditions in which safe polio vaccinations could take place in 
Afghanistan. As a result, over 4 million children have been vaccinated in the region following Peace Day agreements 
in 2007/8/9.

Peace One Day is working to manifest an annual day of global unity; a day of intercultural cooperation on a scale that 
humanity has never known. The next stepping stone on this journey is to reach 3 billion people with the message of 
Peace Day by 2012; this will be achieved by working in the following areas:

Documentary Films: The first Peace One Day documentary has become a key tool in raising awareness of Peace 
Day, having played all over the world to millions of people. Jeremy’s second film, The Day After Peace has so far been 
licensed for broadcast in 96 countries. The film is currently scheduled to play at 76 film festivals and special 
screenings across the globe. The film charts Gilley’s extraordinary 10-year journey to establish Peace Day on 21 
September, and shows how the Day is being used around the world to save lives. The film’s breathtaking conclusion 
finds Jeremy joined by Jude Law in Afghanistan, attempting to spearhead a massive vaccination against polio on 
Peace Day. The Day After Peace is produced in association with the BBC and Passion Pictures. In 2009, via the ‘192 
and Beyond’ screening campaign, POD manifested screenings of The Day After Peace in all but one of the 192 
member states of the United Nations. Jeremy’s third film project, currently in production, is envisioned as an ongoing, 
multi-platform, multi-format initiative exploring issues of peace, non-violence, inter-cultural cooperation and 
sustainability. It is hoped that this latest initiative will inspire and engage individuals around the world, particularly 
young people, to drive forward the institutionalisation of Peace Day around the world – to make the day self-sustaining.

Annual Celebration: POD’s 10th Anniversary celebration took place at Le Grand Rex in Paris on Saturday 19 
September 2009. There were live performances from Lenny Kravitz, Kasabian, Charlie Winston, Keziah Jones, Ayo 
and Olivia Ruiz, with special guest appearances from Elsa Zylberstein, Aissa Maiga and Ambassador of Afghanistan to 
France, Omar Samad. The concert was broadcast across Canal+ territories in Europe, across Africa and elsewhere on 
Peace Day, 21 September and aired on the national RTL2 Radio. There are already many additional global broadcasts 
planned, from Cinemoi, Globostat, LAP TV and MTV USA.

Education: Peace One Day Education aims to advance active learning in the areas of conflict resolution, global 
citizenship, human rights and the link between sustainability and peace, using Peace Day 21 September as a focus. 
Our goal is to provide free resource materials to every school on earth, inspiring a generation to become the driving 
force behind the vision of a united and sustainable world. In March 2010 Peace One Day launches the second phase 
of its USA roll out, with a live webcast from Scholastic Headquarters in New York. All schools teaching at grades 6–12 
in a further 11 US states will receive a free School Edition DVD of The Day After Peace to accompany the free, 
online Peace One Day USA Education Resource, now with 21 interactive, student-centred lesson plans. The US roll 
out is kindly being underwritten by Ben & Jerry’s and launched in association with Scholastic. The Resource has been 
created with special reference to the US National Standards. Later in 2010, the fourth edition of the UK Citizenship 
Resource for Key Stages 3 and 4 will be made available free and online.
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Thanks to the support of Skype, in April 2010 POD will be launching the new Peace One Day Global Education 
Resource in the five remaining languages of the United Nations, Arabic, Chinese [Mandarin], English, French, Russian 
and Spanish. The free, online Global Education Resource (and all new resource editions world wide) will include a 
new lesson exploring intercultural cooperation via Skype. 

All Peace One Day Education Resources can be viewed thanks to YUDU Pro digital edition software. For the first 
time, the 32-minute classroom-ready version of The Day After Peace is now available to watch free at 
www.peaceoneday.org. As of February 2010 there are over 5,000 registered users of Peace One Day Education 
Resources in schools around the world. Our target for the end of 2010 is to increase that figure to 20,000.

Football/Soccer: Our One Day One Goal initiative, supported by puma.peace, aims to encourage football (soccer) 
matches all over the world on Peace Day. Teams are often created with a mix of players from different cultures or 
communities. One Day One Goal matches celebrate cooperation, unity and the power of football to bring people 
together on Peace Day. On Peace Day 2009 POD were able to successfully manifest over 700 One Day One Goal 
football matches involving over 75,000 participants in all 192 UN member states and beyond.  For 2010, the One 
Day One Goal team is focusing on the following areas: UN MEMBER STATES – in 2010 we will be working to repeat 
our successful 2009 campaign to instigate at least one football match in every UN Member State on Peace Day and 
increase the number of matches within each country; UNITY MATCHES – manifesting matches all over the world that 
focus on using football to resolve conflict; AFRICA – arranging hundreds of matches across Africa celebrating 
football’s power to unite the continent in this year of the inaugural African World Cup.

Global Communications: Each year, Peace One Day works to raise awareness of Peace Day, 21 September by 
reaching out to a wide spectrum of the global community, urging them to observe the Day. This global network of 
support enables Peace One Day to campaign for life-saving activities to be carried out on and around Peace Day.

POD Digital: Our vision for our website is that it becomes a key “peace portal”, inspiring and holding content from 
around the world, related to peace, non-violence and sustainability. The new site, in the six official languages of the 
United Nations, is now live and has been built to accommodate an entirely new scale of involvement on Peace Day, as 
we reach out to global partners from all sectors of society. Between 1 June and 21 September 2009 
www.peaceoneday.org received 1.2 million visits (close to the 1 million unique visitors). POD’s YouTube channel was 
ranked the 1st most viewed non-profit channel in the world during the weeks leading up to Peace Day 2009. Peace 
One Day has pages on Facebook, MySpace and Bebo. Jeremy Gilley now has a regular twitter feed 
(www.twitter.com/jeremygilley).

“If we are to move from a culture of war to a culture of peace then we will have to unite around the most fundamental 
issue that humanity faces – the protection of each other and our environment. 21 September is the starting point. 
Individuals can make a difference. By working together there will be Peace One Day.”

Jeremy Gilley – Founder, Peace One Day
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